It was born quietly as a tropical depression over the southeastern
Bahamas on Aug. 23 and immediately began creeping northward.
On the morning of Aug. 24, it was upgraded to a tropical storm
and continued on a slow, determined path.
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y the time it reached the Gulf of Mexico, the warm waters
gave it more energy, and in the space of nine hours,
it grew from a Category 3 hurricane to a Category 5 monster
with sustained winds of 175 miles per hour. When Hurricane
Katrina hit the Gulf Coast in 2005, it ravaged Mobile, Ala.;
Gulfport, Miss.; and New Orleans as well as dozens of other
coastal cities, causing more than $100 billion in damages.
Katrina is listed as the sixth most powerful Atlantic hurricane
on record, but like all of its predecessors, it encountered an
even stronger force in the will and determination of the people
it affected to recover from its devastation. The winds of hope
would prove far stronger.
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Waiting
While parts of New Orleans were back in full operation as
early as 2006, many commercial structures were not, including
Hyatt Regency New Orleans. It had become an iconic figure
of Katrina’s destruction, with most of its windows blown out
and curtains curling around the structure in the wind. Severely
damaged, Hyatt Regency nevertheless was used as a command
center for city officials after the hurricane struck. Due to a
series of delays and change of ownership, the rebirth of
Hyatt as a vibrant part of the city would be six years in the
making. But thanks to the determination of its owners and
Hyatt Hotels Corporation, the hotel was destined to be reborn

Photo right: A traditional New Orleans jazz band
celebrates the opening of the Hyatt Regency.
Photo credit: Cheryl Gerber/AP Images for Hyatt.
Photo below: A completely redesigned exterior
entranceway greets visitors to the hotel.
Photo credit: Hyatt Hotels.

and recapture its position as a symbol of the spirit of
New Orleans.
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New life, new purpose
Speaking about the future, Michael Smith, the hotel’s general
manager, said, “We closed with a bang; we’re going to open
with one. We’re the phoenix rising from the ashes. We’re
located adjacent to the Mercedes-Benz Superdome, located in
the heart of the Sports and Entertainment District. For us this
would be more than a repair of our hotel, rather it would be a
redevelopment and repositioning.”

Smith continued, “Now that construction is completed, Hyatt
Regency New Orleans is a totally new hotel. Today we offer
1,193 guest rooms including 95 suites, 200,000 square feet of
flexible event space, expansive food and beverage offerings and
unprecedented service.” Smith is quick to point out that Hyatt
Regency New Orleans has the most meeting space of any hotel
in the city, as well as the unique ability to self-contain group
events of all sizes.
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New technology
With an increase in guest traffic drawn to the hotel comes the
need for increased security and technology to ensure a smooth
flow of people through the facility. To meet this need, Schindler
recently completed the installation of its PORT Technology
destination-dispatch system on eight high-rise passenger
elevators.
According to Smith, “The technology in our hotel is second to
none. Each guest room key is programmed automatically on
check-in to provide customized elevator access. Our guests
swipe their room key at one of the PORT devices, and an
elevator is called to take them to the floor where they will be
staying. We’re the first building in Louisiana to offer Schindler’s
PORT Technology and the first to seamlessly integrate it with
our security system for elevator access control at every floor.”

A Schindler PORT device
“reads” guest room keys
and assigns the elevators
that will most efficiently
take passengers to their
destination floors.

The redesigned lobby of The Hyatt Regency New Orleans makes a dramatic and stylish statement to arriving guests. Photo credit: Hyatt Hotels.
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PORT Technology makes a truly networked environment
possible at Hyatt Regency New Orleans by recognizing
occupants and responding to their needs. The patented system
employs RFID technology to recognize passengers and call
an elevator based on that individual’s requirements. Hotel
managers can easily design applications to accommodate
a wide range of special situations in real time. It provides
additional security for guests, and it supports energy
conservation goals through more efficient elevator operation.
And, thanks to unprecedented levels of customization, it adapts
to individuals with special needs.

Into the wind, into the future
Hyatt Regency New Orleans stands as a symbol of the relentless
determination of a city to rise from adversity. Six years after
Katrina, it remains a 32-story structure, but somehow Hyatt
Regency New Orleans seems to reach new heights. It has a
new purpose, incorporates the most advanced technology and
presents a fresh face to its city. Michael Smith remarked, “At the
dedication of our reopening we released 5,000 silver and purple
biodegradable balloons into the sky to signify our hotel’s rise
from near destruction to remarkable return.” Balloons carried
aloft by the far more gentle breezes of the Gulf Coast. n

5,000 balloons rise skyward
commemorating the hotel reopening
and symbolizing the soaring spirit of
the people of New Orleans.
Photo credit: Cheryl Gerber/
AP Images for Hyatt.

The elevator lobby showing
PORT devices at the Hyatt
Regency New Orleans.
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